A total sample preparation method for the measurement of airborne asbestos and other fibers by optical and electron microscopy.
A total sample preparation method utilizing one membrane filter for all or some of the measurements by phase contrast optical microscopy (PCM), optical microscopy (OM), dispersion staining polarized microscopy (DS/PLM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and transmission electron microscopy (TEM), was developed in order to evaluate airborne asbestos and other mineral fibers comprehensively, including fiber number, sizes and types, in various environments. This method consists of two alternate procedures: parallel and serial preparation. The former uses different portions of a filter for each measurement of PCM, OM, DS/PLM, SEM and TEM. The latter uses a single filter portion for all OM, SEM and TEM measurements by which the same area and same fibers on the filter can be observed. This allows fiber numbers to be directly compared using these measurements on the same filter area, and the fibers observed by OM can be also examined by SEM and/or TEM equipped with an energy dispersive X-ray spectrometer (EDX) to determine the types and precise sizes. Using this method, it was found that OM measurements developed in this study can visualize thinner fibers than PCM measurements and make it easier to count fibers. We also found that currently used PCM measurement can detect fibers thicker than about 0.4-0.5 microns in diameter. This total sample preparation method can be used not only for air samples, but also for liquid and biological tissue samples.